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Abstract: Unstructured data generated from industries, scientific datasets and governmental data creating a problem for 

storage.  This kind of data requires high processing, more time for execution but it is not provided by traditional datasets. To 

process unstructured data i.e. NoSQL in this paper we have used Hadoop streaming as it is used for processing non-java 

executable. To provide fast processing to NoSQL dataset like Cassandra  or MongoDB and here we are going to use hadoop 

streaming tool. Also going to analyze the comparison for processing both datasets. As to observe whether MongoDB and 

Cassandra supports different features for same database or not. Here through comparison at the end are able to decide which 

system should be used for small and large database processing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
1
 

SQL is easy to process as it is structured language and in the 

relational database form also predefined fields are available 

for accessing it.  On other hand unstructured data can’t be 

accessable through any predefined fields as it doesn’t 

support relational database. The main problem while 

handling the unstructured database is about the storage and 

processing of the data requires high computational 

resources. NoSQL database is coded in district 

programming languages and available as open source 

software. Objective of this paper is to handle the 

unstructured data using widely used NoSQL database 

system hadoop streaming for  Cassandra and MongoDB  

datasets [1]. The existing work uses Map Reduce pipeline 

that is adopted by Hadoop streaming and MARISSA. For 

evaluation of data the pipeline have three stages: Data 

preparation, Data Transformation and Data Processing [1]. 

 

In earlier days for resolving and storing the data , separate 

databases were required. Now-a-days , Nosql provides 

resolution to the matter of information isolation by 

victimization datasets, it share the constant context however 

not the constant structure or format, to be collected along. It 

allows the information not solely to be  hold on within the 

same tables however to late on be analyzed jointly. once 

non-uniform information grows to massive sizes but, a 

 
 

distributed approach to research unstructured information 

has to be thought-about. 

 

Various sources generate massive information (big data). 

Internet, Web, on-line however the input file is sometimes 

massive and  also the computations have to be compelled to 

be distributed across thousands of machines so as to 

complete in an exceedingly affordable quantity of our time .  

The issues of a way to set  the computation, distribute the 

data, and handle failures conspire to obscure the initial  

straightforward computation with  massive amounts of 

advanced code to trot out   these issues. 

 

As a reaction to the current quality , process pipeline 

permitting not solely native Hadoop MapReduce programs 

written in Java to create use of the NoSQL storage systems, 

however conjointly any non- Java feasible used for 

processing. Such a pipeline is helpful in applications that 

need a web instruction execution platform. 

 

NoSQL information stores provide not solely the potential 

of storing massive, loosely structured information that may 

later be analyzed and deep-mined as an entire, however they 

conjointly provide the flexibility for queries to be applied 

on such information. This can be particularly   useful  once  

real time answers area unit required on solely slices of the 

hold on information. Despite the presence of this valuable 

instruction execution potential from NoSQL stores, there's a 

necessity for a software pipeline permitting "Big Data"  to 
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faucet NoSQL information  stores as sources of input. 

There's conjointly a necessity for a software pipeline 

permitting MapReduce heritage programs written in C, 

C++, and non-Java executables to use "Big Data" 

technologies.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Existing system comprises a process pipeline permitting not 

solely native Hadoop MapReduce programs written in Java 

to form use of the NoSQL storage systems, however 

conjointly any non-Java feasible used for processing. Such a 

pipeline is beneficial in applications that need associate 

degree If you want to submit your file with one column 

electronically, please do the following: offline instruction 

execution platform. they'd use Apache prophetess in their 

analysis, a well  known NoSQL answer, and mix it with 

each Apache Hadoop and a Map scale back answer of their 

own MARISSA [3]. They show on an item-by-item basis 

once it's helpful to method the info directly from NoSQL 

stores and also the performance impact of initial 

downloading it to a MapReduce frame-work. 

 

E. Dede have planned 2 completely different approaches, 

one operating with the distributed prophetess cluster [3] on 

to perform MapReduce operations and also the alternative 

mercantilism the dataset from the info servers to the beer 

system for more process.  

 

E. Dede have given the analysis that to do progressive 

transition in both fields like scientific and industrial datasets 

has been the big task behind the developer and researcher in 

the NoSQL data model. To process Loosely structured data 

is a challenge for early data store systems, and while 

working with such database i.e unstructured are very 

expensive and time consuming. As the quantity of 

unstructured data grows, so does the demand for a 

processing pipeline that is capable of seamlessly combining 

the NoSQL storage model and a ”Big Data” processing 

platform such as MapReduce. Although, MapReduce is the 

paradigm of choice for data-intensive computing, Java-

based frameworks such as Hadoop require users to write 

MapReduce code in Java. Hadoop Streaming, on the other 

hand, allows users to define non-Java executables as map 

and reduce operations.[1] 

 

MapReduce is a basically programming model developed 

by Google for processing and generating large data sets in 

distributed environments[2]. Many real-world tasks can be 

implemented by two functions, map and reduce. 

MapReduce plays a key role in Cloud Computing, since it 

decreases the complexity of the distributed programming 

and is easy to be developed on large clusters of common 

machines. Hadoop, an open-source project, is used to 

implement Google MapReduce architecture. It is wildly 

used by many applications such as FaceBook, Yahoo, 

Twitter, and so on. However, it is difficult to decouple an 

application into functions of map and reduce for common 

users. In this paper, they have develop a web-based graphic 

user interface for ordinary users to utilize MapReduce 

without the real programming. Users only have to know 

how to specify their tasks in target-value-action tuples. Real 

examples are provided for demonstration.[2]. 

 

In the last decade, the increased use and growth of social 

media, unconventional web technologies, and mobile 

applications, have all encouraged development of a new 

breed of database models. NoSQL data stores target the 

unstructured data, which by nature is dynamic and a key 

focus area for ”Big Data” research. New generation data 

can prove costly and unpractical to administer with SQL 

databases due to lack of structure, high scalability, and 

elasticity needs. NoSQL data stores such as MongoDB and 

Cassandra provide a desirable platform for fast and efficient 

data queries. This leads to increased importance in areas 

such as cloud applications, e-commerce, social media, 

bioinformatics, and materials science. In an effort to 

combine the querying capabilities of conventional database 

systems and the processing power of the MapReduce model, 

this paper presents a thorough evaluation of the Cassandra 

NoSQL database when used in conjunction with the Hadoop 

MapReduce engine.[3] 

 

MapReduce has since its inception been steadily gaining 

ground in variousscientific disciplines ranging from space 

exploration to protein folding. The model poses a challenge 

for a wide range of current and legacy scientific 

applications for addressing their Big Data challenges. For 

example: MapRe-duce’s best known implementation, 

Apache Hadoop, only offers native support for Java 

applications. While Hadoop streaming supports applications 

compiled in a variety of languages such as C, C++, Python 

and FORTRAN, streaming has shown to be a less efficient 

MapReduce alternative in terms of performance, and 

effectiveness. Additionally, Hadoop streaming offers lesser 

options than its native counterpart, and as such offers less 

flexibility along with a limited array of features for 

scientific software.[4] 

 

Many analysis works [14-15] gift results involving the 

performance of a prophetess info system for large 

knowledge volumes. during this paper, we've set to guage 
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the performance of prophetess NoSQL info system 

specifically for genomic knowledge. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The Mapreduce framework has created complicated large-

scale processing simple and economical. Despite this, 

MapReduce is meant for instruction execution of huge 

volumes of knowledge, and it's not appropriate for recent 

demands like time period and on-line process. 

MapReduce is inherently designed for prime turnout 

instruction execution of massive knowledge 

that take many hours and even days, whereas recent 

demands square measure additional focused on jobs and 

queries that ought to end in seconds or at the most, minutes. 

[1,2] The info we elect depends on many factors, the sort of 

knowledge we have a tendency to store, the categories of 

queries we have a tendency to do, our operations needs and 

infrastructure, and also the tools out there for it. 

 

In the bank there takes place a huge transaction every month 

if they want a data of particular user on particular day it is 

not possible for them to analyze such a huge data with 

relational database or if the bank application is an non java 

application then it is not an easy task to convert non java 

application to java based application. Thus our proposed 

system will allow not only processing Hadoop MapReduce 

programs written in java to make use of NoSQL storage 

system but also any non java executable used for data 

processing. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

A. System Summary 

MongoDB and prophetess have a typical goal high 

measurability however they take terribly completely 

different study approaches to induce there. during this 

section well cowl every of take issueent|the various} aspects 

of the 2 architectures and highlight however the 2 databases 

differ. 

 

B. Module Description 

The planned system comprises following elements : 

 

1. Data Preparation  

Data Preparation is that the step of downloading the info 

from prophetess and Mongodb servers to the corresponding 

filing systems - HDFS for Hadoop Streaming and also the 

shared file system for MARISSA. For each of those 

frameworks this step is initiated in parallel. prophetess 

permits mercantilism the records of a dataset in JSON 

formatted files [9]. Exploitation this feature, every node 

downloads the info from the native prophetess server to the 

filing system. In our experimental setup, every node that's 

running a prophetess server is additionally a employee node 

for the MapReduce framework in use 

 

2. Data Transformation (MR1) 

Cassandra permits users to export datasets as JSON 

formatted files. As our assumption is that the MapReduce 

applications to be run ar inheritance applications that ar 

either not possible or impractical to be changed and 

therefore the input file must be born-again into a format 

that's expected by these target executables. For this reason, 

our software system pipeline includes a MapReduce stage, 

wherever JSON information will be reworked into 

alternative formats. during this part every input record is 

processed to be born-again to a different format and keep in 

inter mediator output files. This step doesn't involve any 

information or process dependencies between nodes and so 

may be a nice appropriate the MapReduce. 

  

3. Data Processing (MR2) 

This is the ultimate step of the MapReduce Streaming 

pipeline. we tend to run the non-java executables, over the 

output of MR1 

 
Fig 1.  Planned system design 

C. MATHEMATICAL MODULE 

The planned system model will be explained by following 

parameters: 

1. Practicability Study Consider the system “ s”  as  

• S={Ta,A,Op,Su,Fa} 

• Ta={T1,T2,T3,…….Tn} ,  No. of System User. 

• A= {a1},  each user having only one account and 

contains user ID. 

• Op={Op1,Op2,Op3,….Op7}, Operations 

performed by User System 
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• Su-success {connection establish, sending or 

retrieving data successfully 

• Fa-failure {not a valid user, incorrect  password} 

• MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION 

N 

Σ Ai=1                 NOTE: 1=true  , 0=false 

i=1 

Then  user is already exists. 

Else 

Add new account in it. 

Ai contain user id. 

• To login in Account :  

N 

Σ Ai =1     then     Σ Ai     =        Σ Ud =1 i=1                            

i=1                  i=1 

(verifies parole in User Details in line with the User 

authority ID gift in Account) 

 

If and given that account info and user details ar match i.e 

account info that contain User id if match with user Id and 

parole of user authority details then Login Success 

Else 

login failed 

• User Authority Operations: 

n 

ΣOpi =1 then Operation Success 

i=1 

perform Link Details  for check Hadoop Streaming 

approach, Data Streaming approach and Perform Analysis. 

Else 

Operation Failed 

show result “not any approach found”. 

 

V. RESULT 

In this section same database were provided for the both 

Cassandra and MongoDB for processing using hadoop 

streaming. 

In Fig 2. Dataset is processed through Cassandra where 

performance is calculated on the basis of 3 parameters i.e. 

Real time, User time and system time for the processing 

database. Same for MongoDB is performed and result were 

shown in fig 3. 

As Hadoop is very relevant tool in processing data which 

are huge in size When scope of project is finalized Hadoop 

gives priority. The Existing System mainly focus only on 

processing the dataset which are downloaded from the 

Cassandra server, where user has only one choice to process 

the dataset as well as user is mandate to know querying in 

Cassandra. 

 

Fig 2. Performance of Cassandra dataset 

 

 

Fig 3. performance of mongodb dataset 

 

After the analyzing we found that user should get an option 

to select the database of his own choice and perform 

operation manually without any understanding of the query 

language Hence we prefer Hadoop streaming which uses 

Hadoop framework that supports distributed computing 

specifically MapReduce algorithm. Because of this we can 

process large amount of data in efficientway and in less 

amount of time. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Processing pipeline permitting not solely native Hadoop 

MapReduce programs written in java to the NoSQL storage 

systems, however conjointly any non-Java practicable used 

for processing  NoSQL databases or new tests victimization 

prophetess with totally different hardware 

configurations seeking enhancements in performance. 

Considering the performance of prophetess and MongoDB 

info will certainly facilitate within the process of 

unstructured information. additional it's attainable to 

stipulate new approaches in studies of process 

the unstructured information. Through process prophetess 
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and MongoDB in single system can facilitate USA to 

execute totally different queries on non-java executables. 
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